
Powerful vacuum therapy helps regain natural 
erections and intercourse ability without 
invasive procedures or medications. Vacuum 

therapy creates blood flow to the penis for a 
strong, firm erection. Two unique, state-the-art 

pumping vacuum handles are interchangeable 
with 2” diameter vacuum chamber. Electronically- 
operated pump handle is battery operated and 
provides steady vacuum flow with the push of an 
on/off button. Ergonomically designed, comfort-

able, silicone padded, hand-operated 
manual pump handle allows for 

easy control for all hand sizes. 
Quick-release purge valve is 
used to release pressure when finished pumping, or in 
case of any discomfort. Transparent 2” diameter cylinder 
with soft removable gasket provides extra comfort for 
a variety of sizes. Four constriction rings in varied sizes 
maintain post vacuum therapy erection by constricting 
blood flow pumped into the penis. Easy-to-grip tabs 
on erection rings provide quick on/off. Note: never wear 
longer than 30 minutes at a time.

UPC: 784656742940 #7429 1000

“Sinclair Institute designs products that 
are naturally healthy, non-invasive and 

effective solutions to improve sexual health 
and well-being,  and that help couples 

connect intimately in whole new ways.”
—Yvonne K. Fulbright, PhD, MSEd
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Erection Ring Set
Intimate Grip 
Stroker
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Enjoy the super soft, ultra-realistic sensations. Slide through the firm, supple 
opening; feel it give way to a ribbed inner tunnel that grips tight. Textured 
exterior provides a perfect no slip grip even when lubricated. Open ended design 
lets you enjoy two different experiences; comfortably sized. Waterproof and 
open ended for easy cleaning. Phthalate-free, latex-free, PVC-free TPR. 
UPC: 784646584748 #5847 0000

Super supple Oh Rings feel just like real skin. Three uniquely shaped love rings 
can be placed around the penis for firmer erections, more intense orgasms, and 
longer duration. When discomfort is an issue, can be used as a bumper for shal-
low penetration. 3 speed bullet can be used with or without love ring. Comfort-
able fit, effective for all sizes. Phthalate-free, latex-free and PVC-free TPR.
UPC: 784656584847 #5848 0000

Elegantly etched glass prostate wand provides smooth, comfortable insertion. 
Rounded handle and specially angled tip with raised ridges easily massages the 
prostate. Quickly warms to body temperature during use. Easy to clean; can be 
boiled. Ultra-hygienic, non-porous, phthalate-free and lead-free. Waterproof. 
UPC: 784656900845 #9008 0000 5.75” x 2”

Powerful multi-speed vibrations deliver intense, focused prostate 
stimulation through specially angled massager tip. Smooth curves allow 
for comfortable insertion and full penetration. Long handle and twist-
base controller; safe, eff ortless operation. Use water-based or silicone 
lubricant. Water-resistant, phthalate-free, latex-free ABS.
UPC: 784656708649 #7086 0098

  Soft, sturdy TPR sleeve fi ts snugly over penis shaft for a stronger, longer-lasting 
erection. Textured, ribbed exterior adds girth. Stretchy ring fi ts comfortably 
around the testicles for a more powerful orgasm. Textured, touch-activated 
clitoral vibrator adds hands-free satisfaction for her. Water-resistant, removable 
multi-speed bullet vibe. Phthalate-free; latex-free; PVC-free TPR. 
UPC: 784656743046 #7430 2400 5 x AG13

Clear sleeve extends penis a full 3”; adds girth to entire length of penis. Supple TPR 
material feels like real skin, allowing both partners to enjoy sensations equally. 
Ideal for deeper penetration pleasure for her. Stretchy TPR love ring maintains 
a fi rmer erection longer. 3 speed, water-resistant removable vibrating bullet. 
Phthalate-free; latex-free; PVC-free TPR. 
UPC: 784656742742 #7427 2400 8” x 1.5” 3 x LR44 (included)

Four stretchy TPR erection rings in a variety of sizes and strengths. Strength-
ens and maintains erections; restores ability for intercourse. Each ring is 
designed with easy-to-grip, easy-to-use handles, allowing quick on/off  in 
seconds. Phthalate-free, latex-free, PVC-free TPR.
UPC: 784656748744 #7487 0000

Designed to help men to refuel erotic desire, empower 
with techniques, and provide methods to improve overall sexual wellbeing. Four    
loving couples explicitly demonstrate pleasures including fellatio and cunnilingus 
techniques,  invigorating positions, prostate stimulation, penis pump use and 
benefi ts, the truth about supplements and much more. 60 minutes. 
UPC: 784656742742 #7427 2400

Oh Rings
Onyx Prostate
Massage Wand

Verve Vibrating
Prostate Massager

Enhance Couples
Love Ring
Enhance Couples

Fulfi ll Penis
Extension Kit

10 Ways to Go 
Longer & Stronger

6” x 2.5”
.5” x .75”

2 x AG-5 (included)—
+

8” x 1.4” 

2 x AA (not included)—
+

—
+

3.75” x 5.5” x 1.75” —
+


